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An exciting tile-laying game of searching for gold in the WIld West for 2 to 5 players, ages 8 and up
The Wild West – lands full of untamed wilderness. The construction of the first railway lines into the area

brings the settlers out of their tents and into thriving mining cities. Trade with the native Indians is
lucrative; especially valuable are the wild horses. But when veins of gold are discovered in the mountains,
there is no stopping the mad rush for it– everyone wants to get rich overnight. But beware! Many of the
gold mines may already have been picked clean by your competition, and before you know it, the gold

nuggets are all gone. When you play the game, everyone has gold fever! 

Mountains

The symbols on the tiles indicate:

Start tile back side

Normal tile back side

Prairie

Junctions

Western
City

Railroad Tracks

GAME OVERVIEW
Players take turns placing the landscape tiles on the table. The tiles create Railway Lines, Mountains, Prairies and 
Cities, on which the players may place their Cowboys. In the Mountains, they can search for gold, even on another
player’s claim. Points are earned both during the game and at the game’s end. Once all tiles have been placed, a final 
scoring will determine which player is the most successful gold miner in the Wild West.

GAME SETUP
•  The Start tile is placed face up in the middle of the table. One of the Mining Tokens is drawn at 

random and placed face down in the Mountain area of the Start tile. The remaining tiles are 
mixed and placed in several face down stacks so that each player may easily draw them.
The Mining Tokens are mixed and placed face down on the table to create a supply. One player is
designated as the “Claim Manager” to add Tokens to tiles when necessary during the game.
Each player chooses a color, takes the 5 Cowboys and 1 Gold Miner Tent in that color, and places
1 Cowboy on the “0” space of the Scoring Track as his scoring marker. He places the remaining
4 Cowboys and his Tent on the table in front of him as his personal supply.
The youngest player determines who will start the game.

•  

•  

•

GAME MATERIALS

•  72 landscape tiles (including 1 Start tile with 
a back side featuring a Gold Nugget): 
They feature Railroad Tracks (with Locomotives), 
Mountains (with Gold Nugget icons), 
Prairies (with Indian Camps and Wild Horses), 
and Western Cities.

•  25 wooden Cowboys (5 each in 5 colors):
Each Cowboy can serve as a Railway Worker,
a Miner, a Merchant or a Farmer. 1 of each
player’s Cowboys is used as a scoring marker. 

•  5 Gold Miner Tents (1 each in 5 colors):
Used by players to open a mining site on a 
Mountain, in order to mine the lucrative
gold veins.

•  63 Mining Tokens:
Placed on the Mountain tiles throughout the game, 
and then “mined” by the players. On the front they 
feature either Gold Nuggets (worth 1, 2, 3 or 5 Points) 
or Crushed Rocks (worth 0 Points). 

 

Front of
the Start tile

Indian CampGold Nuggets Wild HorsesLocomotive

•  1 Scoring track:
Used to track the
players’ points.

 

 
• 1 Rule book
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PLAYING THE GAME
Play proceeds clockwise from the start player. On his turn, each player performs the following actions in sequence: 

 1. The player must draw 1 tile and place it according to tile placement rules. Mining Tokens may also be placed.

 2a. The player may place 1 Cowboy from his supply on the tile he just placed, OR:
 2b.  He may place his Gold Miner Tent on a Mountain (or move it from one tile to another), OR:

  2c. He may mine for Gold by taking a Mining Token from a Mountain containing his Tent.
(The player may only take 1 of the actions in step 2 above. He may also decide not to take any actions from step 2.)

 3.   If the placed tile causes a Railway Line or a Mountain to be completed, or causes a City to be completely 
connected to the Railway Network, the completed feature is scored immediately.   

Then, the next player takes his turn.

The Railway Line and the
Prairie are continued.

The Mountain has 2
Gold Nugget symbols
on it; therefore, 2 Mining
Tokens are placed on
the tile.

When this tile is
placed, 2 additional
Mining Tokens
are added to the
original stack.

The Mountain is continued.

The left side
continues the
Mountain.
The bottom
continues the
Prairie.

This placement
is not allowed.

 
 

 2a. Place a Cowboy

After a player places a tile, he may place a Cowboy according to the following rules:
• Only 1 Cowboy may be placed.
• The Cowboy must come from the player’s supply.
• The Cowboy may only be placed on the newly placed tile.
• The player must choose on which part of the newly placed tile they wish to place the Cowboy, either as a:

 

 
 

or a or a or a

Farmer

on the Prairie

Farmers
are laid
down! 

here
or  
here

Railway Worker

on a Railroad Track

Miner

on a Mountain

Merchant

in a City

Gold Nugget symbols

If a player draws a tile with a Mountain area on it, then, after placing the tile,
a number of Mining Tokens are placed face down on it corresponding to the 
number of Gold Nugget symbols on the tile. To keep the tiles organized, any
Mining Tokens required by adding tiles to the Mountain region are all collected
in one stack on one of the region’s tiles. 

In order for the players to not forget about placing Mining Tokens, it is recommended that one player is designated as 
the “Claim Manager” to take care of that task during the game.

 1. Draw and place a tile

As his first action, the player must draw a tile from one of the face down stacks. The tile is then shown to the other 
players (so they can “advise” him about where to place it) and placed on the table, following these placement rules:
• The new tile (bordered with red in the following examples) must connect one or more of its four sides to those of
    previously placed tiles. A placement that connects only by corners is not allowed.
• New tiles must always continue pre-existing Railway Lines, Mountains and Prairies. In the rare case that a newly 
    drawn tile may not be legally placed, it is removed from the game and the player draws a new tile to continue. 

Rules shown with a blue border are the same as in the ori-
ginal Carcassonne game. Experienced players may skip them.
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 3. Scoring completed Railway Lines, Mountains and CIties

•  The player may not place a Cowboy on a Railroad Track, Mountain or Prairie if it is connected to a Railroad Track, 
Mountain or Prairie region already containing one or more Cowboys (even if some or all of the pre-existing 
Cowboys belong to the active player). For example:

Blue may not 
place a Miner
here, as the
Mountain is 
already occupied. 
He may, however, place a Railway Worker on the Railroad Track 
or a Farmer on the Prairie, as indicated. He must also place another 
Gold Nugget Token on the stack, according to the symbol on the tile.

Blue may 
not place a 
Railway Worker
here, as the
Railroad Track
is already occupied. He may, however, 
place a Miner on the Mountain or a Farmer
on the Prairie, as indicated.

Note: If a player does not have any Cowboys available in his supply, he does not have the option of placing one, but 
he must still continue to place tiles. No need to worry though; there are several ways of retrieving those Cowboys. 

 2b. Place a Gold Miner Tent

Instead of placing a Cowboy, a player may either place his Tent from his supply onto a Mountain, or move his Tent 
from a Mountain area on one tile to a Mountain area on another tile. Please note the following rules:
•
•
•
•
•

 2c. Mine for Gold

If a player has not placed a Cowboy (2a) or placed or moved his Tent (2b)
on a turn, he may instead take the top Mining Token from the stack on 
the Mountain region where he has previously placed a Tent. It does not 
matter whether there are other figures on the same Mountain region,
nor which player has the majority of Cowboys there. He places the Mining
Token face down in front of him, and keeps the front side concealed from
the other players (although he may look at it at any time). The values of
all collected Mining Tokens with Gold Nuggets will be tallied at game end.

A COMPLETED RAILWAY LINE

A Railway Line is completed when the Railroad Tracks on
both sides end in a Junction, a City, or a Mountain, or
when the Railroad Tracks form a closed loop. There is
no limit to the number of Railroad Track segments that
can lie between these endings.
A player who has a Railway Worker on this completed
Railway Line scores as many points as the Railway
Line is long, determined by counting the number
of tiles that make up the completed Railway Line.

Yellow places his Tent on a
Mountain area where there
is already a blue Miner. 

On a later turn, Yellow decides to take
the top Mining Token from the stack, 
even though there is a blue Miner there.

Blue scores 4 points. Blue scores 3 points.

At this point, the player’s turn is over and the next player in clockwise order may begin his turn.
Attention: If, by placing a tile, a Railway Line or a Mountain is completed, or a City is completely connected to the
Railway Network, the completed feature is scored immediately.  

  

The Mountain on which the Tent is placed does not have to be completed.
The Mountain area of the tile must contain no Cowboys (however, see the next note).
There may be other Cowboys or Tents on other tiles in the same Mountain region!
The Tent may be placed on a tile other than the player’s newly-placed tile of his current turn!
It does not matter whether the Tent is placed from a player’s supply, or moved from another tile to a new tile.

Yellow places his Tent on a Mountain 
area where there is already a blue 
Miner and a red Miner, in addition
to a blue Tent. Although the tile in
the lower right contains a red Cowboy
on the Prairie area, the Mountain
area of the tile is still unoccupied.  
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A CITY THAT IS CONNECTED TO THE RAILWAY NETWORK

A City is connected to the Railway Network when each of 
the 3 or 4 Track segments leading out of the City are part of 
a completed Railway Line.
For each of these completed Railway Lines, the player
who has a Merchant in the connected City scores
3 points. Any Railway Line that loops from one Track
segment on a City tile to another on the same tile
counts only as one Railway Line, and therefore only
scores 3 points. 

A COMPLETED RAILWAY LINE WITH LOCOMOTIVES
If, when a Railway Line is completed, there is ONE Locomotive on any Railroad
Track section on the Line, the scored points are doubled (2 points per Track tile).
However, if there are ZERO or MORE THAN ONE Locomotive on the Railway Line,
the score is not doubled, and it is calculated as normal (1 point per Track tile).

 

THE SCORING TRACK  

All points are immediately recorded on the scoring track, which is a
track of 50 spaces that can be lapped more than once. When the “0”
space is reached or passed by a player, he lies his Cowboy down on
the track, to signify that he has already earned 50 points or more.

 
 

It is Blue’s turn and he completes a Mountain
by placing the red-bordered tile. He takes
the first of the 3 Mining Tokens. Red then
takes a Token, and Blue takes the last one.
Finally, Blue and 
Red score 5 points
each (for the 5 Gold
Nugget symbols). 
 

The Mountain is
completed. Yellow
first receives all
remaining Mining
Tokens in the stack,
and then scores
7 points (for the
7 Gold Nugget
symbols). 

A COMPLETED MOUNTAIN

A Mountain is completed when its segments are completely
surrounded by Prairies, and there are no gaps within the
Mountain. A Mountain may contain any number of segments.
A player who has the majority of Miners in a completed
Mountain first receives all Mining Tokens currently in
the stack. He then scores 1 point for each Gold Nugget 
symbol on all tiles of the entire Mountain.
If there is a tie for the majority of Miners, the Mining
Tokens are distributed among the tied players as follows:
The active player takes the first Token from the stack, and
continuing in player order, each tied player takes the next
Token from the stack in turn, until there are no Tokens left
in the stack. In addition, all tied players score the full
number of points determined by the Gold Nugget symbols
on the completed Mountain’s tiles.
Any Tents on a completed Mountain have no effect on 
the majority of Miners or scoring, and they are each
returned to their respective player’s supply. 

 

Through clever placement of land tiles, it is
possible for several Railway Workers to be
on a Railway Line, or for several Miners to
be on a Mountain.
In this case, the points are then awarded
to the player with the majority of Railway
Workers or Miners on the completed feature.
In case of a tie, all players involved receive
the full amount of points.

MULTIPLE COWBOYS on a completed Railway Line or Mountain 

The newly-placed tile
connects 2 separate

Track sections to create a 
completed Railway Line.

The blue Merchant in the
connected City scores a total
of 6 points for the 2 completed
Railway Lines.

  

Blue scores 8 points (4 points for the 4 Track tiles, which
are then doubled because of the Locomotive).

Blue scores 6 points (since there is more than 1 Locomotive 
on the Railway Line, the points are not doubled).

Yellow earns 2 points. He
moves his scoring marker

past the “50” space and 
lies it down on the “1” 

space to signify 51 points.

Yellow and Blue 
each earn the full
5 points, since
they are tied by
both having 1 
Railway Worker
on the completed
Railway Line.  
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It is possible to deploy a Cowboy, score immediately, and have
the Cowboy returned, all in the same turn.
To do this, the following steps must be followed in this order:

1.  Complete a Railway Line, Mountain, or City with the newly-
placed tile.

2.  Place a Cowboy as a Railway Worker, Miner or Merchant.
(The region must be unoccupied, as always.)

3.  Score the completed Railway Line, Mountain, or City. 

4.  Return the Railway Worker, Miner or Merchant to your supply.
 

Blue places the tile and a Railway Worker. 
He scores 3 points and retrieves his Cowboy.

Blue places the tile and a Miner. He takes 2
Tokens, scores 2 points and retrieves his Cowboy.

RETURNING COWBOYS to their owners

After a Railway Line, Mountain or City has been completed and scored, any involved Cowboys are
returned to their owner(s). From the next turn onward, the player can then use them again in
any role he chooses.

After placement of the new
tile, the Prairies of the two
Farmers are joined to form
one. Note: The player who
placed the new tile may not
deploy a Farmer, since the
now-connected Prairie is
already occupied by Farmers.

THE PRAIRIE  

Several contiguous Prairie segments form a Prairie. Prairies and Prairie segments are not scored; they serve only as
places to deploy Farmers, and those Farmers only score points at the end of the game. Therefore, Farmers remain
on the Prairie throughout the game and are never returned to their owners! In order to make that clear, 
Farmers should be laid on their backs when placed. Prairies are separated from each other by Railroad Tracks,
Mountains, and the edges of the playing field – this is important during the final scoring.

Both Farmers have 
their own Prairie. The
Mountain separates the
Prairies from one another.

 

(We recommend playing your first few games without using the Farmers, or Farmer scoring.)

END OF THE GAME AND FINAL SCORING
The game ends at the end of the turn in which the last land tile is placed. The final scoring follows, in which incom-
plete Railway Lines, Mountains and Cities are scored for any figures remaining on them. Players will also receive points 
for the Farmers on the Prairies. Finally, points for any accumulated Mining Tokens with Gold Nuggets are scored.

Blue scores 3 points
for the incomplete
Mountain (containing
3 Gold Nugget symbols).

 Green scores 10 points for the large, incomplete 
Mountain (containing 10 Gold Nugget symbols).
Black scores no points in this case, because with 

2 Miners on the Mountain, Green has the majority.

 

Red scores 2 points
for the incomplete
Railway Line
(2 tiles of Track
sections).

 
 

 
 

Yellow scores 3 points
for the incomplete
City (1 completed
Railway Line)

 
 

MOUNTAINS: First, all Mining Tokens and Tents
are returned to the box without scoring. Then, the 
owner of each Miner scores 1 point for each Gold 
Nugget symbol on the incomplete Mountain. 

RAILWAY LINES: The owner of each Railway Worker
scores 1 point for each tile in the incomplete Line
(Locomotives are not scored at the end of the game).

CITIES: The owner of each Merchant scores 
3 points for each completed Railway Line 
leading out of the City. 

As soon as the feature in question has been scored,
the Cowboys involved are removed.

SCORING INCOMPLETE MOUNTAINS, RAILWAY LINES AND CITIES
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SCORING FARMERS

SCORING GOLD NUGGETS

At this point, only the Farmers and their Prairies are left on the playing field, and these will be scored now. First, the 
owner of each Prairie should be determined. If only one player has a Farmer on a given Prairie, he is the owner. If more 
than one player has Farmers on a Prairie, then the player with the most Farmers is the owner. In case of a tie, all of 
the players with the most Farmers are considered to be owners.  
The owner (or owners) of a Prairie score points based on the presence of the following symbols on their Prairie:
• each Indian Camp scores 2 points. 
• each herd of Wild Horses scores 4 points.

Each player reveals his accumulated Mining Tokens, and adds the corresponding points to his score. Each Token is
worth 1 point per Gold Nugget appearing on the Tokens. Crushed rocks are worth no points.

Whoever has the highest total score is the most successful Cowboy and wins the game.

Green and Yellow are
both owners of the
Prairie on the left.

Each of them scores
6 points (2 points

for the Indian Camp
and 4 points for the

Wild Horses).
 

Red is the owner of the
Prairie on the top right.
He scores 4 points (for
the 2 Indian Camps).

Blue is the sole owner of the
large central Prairie, since he
has 2 Farmers there. He scores
a total of 16 points (4 points
for the 2 Indian Camps and
12 points for the 3 herds of
Wild Horses). Yellow scores
no points for his Farmer.

Blue has accumulated 9 Mining Tokens 
during the game, and now scores them
as follows:

3 points                  + 8 points         + 5 points   + 0 points     = 16 points

South Seas – Clear blue waters flow around countless islands all connected by a network 
of bridges. The people who inhabit this heavenly paradise gather the gifts granted to them 
by nature: fish from the sea, bananas from the islands, and the bridges are crowded 
with shell collectors showing off their latest find. From time to time, even 
merchant ships will dock at the island in search of cargo: the islander that
supplies the merchants with the wares they seek will be well rewarded. 

A Carcassonne game set in a wonderful island paradise,
for 2 to 5 players, ages 8 and up.

 

Another game in the “Carcassonne Around the World” series:

(We recommend playing your first few games without using the Farmers, or Farmer scoring.)

Shop online for games,
expansions, replacement
parts and other items
about Carcassonne 
and our other games, at: 
www.cundco.de
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SCORING OVERVIEW GAME TURN

GAME END

OVERVIEW OF LANDSCAPE TILES (72 TILES) AND MINING TOKENS (63 TOKENS)

7x * 4x 5x *  4x 6x * 4x  

2x 1x 3x 3x  2x

1x 1x

2x 3x2x 5x2x

1x 1x3x

5x *

S - This landscape tile layout also appears on the Start tile.
* - These landscape tiles contain differing assortments of Indian Camps and/or WIld Horses.

For a detailed list of the landscape tiles, go to www.carcassonne.de.

1.  Draw and place a tile  
(Mining Tokens on Mountains)

2a. Place 1 Cowboy on tile 
 

OR

OR

2b. Place (or move) Tent

2c. Take 1 Mining Token

(or take none of these 3 actions)

3.  Possibly score completed features

Game ends after last landscape tile is placed.

Points:
• Points scored during the game
• Points for incomplete features
• Points for Prairies (Farmer scoring)
• Gold Nuggets on Mining Tokens 

 

Completed features DURING game Incomplete features at GAME END

Prairie (Farmer scoring):
2 points for each Indian Camp
4 points for each Wild Horses herd 

Railway Line:  
1 Point per tile 1 Point per tile

exactly 1 Locomotive:
2 points per tile

Mountain:
Mining Tokens and
1 point per
Gold Nugget
symbol

Mountain:
(Mining Tokens are
returned to box)
1 point per
Gold Nugget symbol

City:
3 points for each
completed Railway Line

City:
3 points for each
completed Railway Line

Railway Worker

Miner

Merchant

Farmer

Railway Line:

(regardless of number
of Locomotives)

 

10x 30x 10x 3x 10x

5x S 


